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2021 has started and continued with
difﬁculties – a new round of the armed
conﬂict in Ukraine and the ongoing
coronavirus pandemic did not allow
any classes with children or trips to the
families in the east. However, this year
we have, not only, maintained our
activities and programs, but even
developed more activities.

We have continued our art therapy program and opened new locations for children in
the Donetsk and Luhansk regions.
We visited several boarding schools throughout the year to provide psychological
assistance to children under the Mobile Psychologists Program.
Families affected by the war were provided with support in solving household
problems. Our Rita and her mother from Avdiivka have got money for rent and were
able to live without shelling for a whole year. Khrystynka has received the
long-awaited treatment.
Through the Open Online Student Project, more than 50 children from the frontline
areas received laptops and learning equipment.
Together with fellow psychologists from the NGO "PROMYR" we supported mothers
who raise children with disabilities. Parents in Severodonetsk, Girske, Rubizhne and
Lysychansk of Luhansk region renewed their resources through the work with
psychologists.
We talked, wrote and communicated a lot in the media. It allowed us to mention our
project "Voices of Donbas", devoted to talented children who are changing lives in
their native frontline towns and villages. We are grateful to Hromadske Donbas TV for
this.
We are also pleased that our work has become part of the unique exhibition of the
War Childhood Museum, which was opened in Kyiv, and we thank our partners from
Sarajevo for their trust.
Our team did not sleep at night and created a video podcast #NonChildren'sThoughts
with Soﬁa, where we analyze children's problems; organized a Children's Advisory
Board so that the voices of children were taken into account in all our decisions;
prepared a series of videos with a psychologist about the importance of psychological
assistance to children.
Our traditional Christmas auction became the icing on the cake at the end of the year.
Thanks to the support of a huge number of people, we can help many more children
than the previous year.
Thank you for your support, rays of kindness and likes in social nets during this year. We
thank every psychologist and coordinator who provided the children of war with real
assistance. Thanks to the journalists who made the voices of children louder. Thanks to
everyone who cares.
Lena Rozvadovska, Chairperson of the Board of the Foundation
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We Are In
Figures
We are proud
and we are grateful for:
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10

5

680

395

years of activity

professionals
in the team

art therapy classes
for the year

permanent
assistance programs

psychologists

individual sessions
of psychological
assistance for the year
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The Voices of Children First
The main principle of our work
Since the beginning of the year, we have been thinking about a very
important thing for us – to make the voices of children really heard. Finally, we did
it – we have created a Children's Advisory Board! From now on, we will share the
process of decision-making with children and involve them in discussing all the
important issues that affect their lives.
Every little member of the Advisory Board has already a program of actions
concerning the improvement of the world around us! By clicking on the names of
the Board members, you will be able to see their suggestions.
Nazar

is fond of sports and dreams that people will stop polluting nature.

Oryna

has a very kind heart and emphasizes that every child
has the right to visit a psychologist.

Danylo

takes care of homeless dogs in his city and wants to open a shelter
for four-legged friends when he grows up.

Soﬁa

is well acquainted with the issues of tolerance and children's rights
and is glad to be our expert in the section #NonChildren'sThoughts.

Polina

is fond of sculpture and dreams of having much more
creative activities at school.

Evelina

speaks several languages and dreams of becoming a diplomat.

Sabri

actively promotes the culture of the Crimean Tatars and
offers to create more sports clubs at school.

CHILDREN'S ADVISORY BOARD

Nazar

Soﬁa

Oryna

Polina

Evelina

Danylo

Sabri
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A priority for us is to listen to the children, make audio and video records with
them. Although their stories are not always joyful, as children grow up in the
conditions of war, we do not portray them as victims to be pitied. For us, children
are winners because they overcome their difﬁcult environment, they also help
others, strive for changes for the better and give us their creativity and smiles.

The stories of children can be found on
our website, on our social networks pages,
but this year we were able to spread them to
a much wider range of people.
Together with Hromadske Donbas TV,
we have produced 12 wonderful videos
about children, each of which is unique:
Matwiy from the frontline town of New York,
who struggles for a new football ﬁeld, or
Svyatoslav, who tries to revive Ukrainian
ancient art in Donbas, or Maria, who moved
away from her parent’s house at the age of
12, to pursue her dream of a career in sports.
You can watch all the stories here.

We also invite you to watch our
videos about children, including
#NonChildren'sThoughts on
our YouTube channel. Our
charismatic expert Soﬁa seems
to be able to give advice for any
occasion!
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Art Therapy Without Borders
Програма*

ARTEM’S STORY
Most children start telling stories
with their pictures only in the middle of
the course. Artem also started telling.
“How do we call your picture?”
“War!”
He drew quickly, he wanted to
manage within the allotted time.
“I’ve made it… it's… a clown…”
“But you named the picture
differently!”
“No, I’ve changed the name… Let it
be a clown.”
It is typical for children to escape what scares them. To deny. Such behavior is often supported
by the family. Combat has intensiﬁed near the front line. The drawings also tell about it. Children
seem to react calmly to this. They do not demonstrate weakness. But their internal state is very
unstable. The child needs to feel safe in a stable situation. By the methods of art therapy, we
manage to stabilize emotional tension. To indicate the way for fear to go out.

Art therapy is one
of the safest and
most resourceful
activities.

During this year the voices of children
charity foundation has conducted

680

art therapy
classes

in Luhansk (Nizhne, Girske, Zolote,
Novotoshkivka) and Donetsk (Svitlodarsk,
Novoluhansk, Toretsk) regions.
* The program was implemented with partial support of the Zagoriy Family Foundation
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When we talk about children living in
conditions of war, in conditions of
constant stress, tension and uncertainty
of what may happen tomorrow, it may
seem that creativity is not what they need
in the ﬁrst place. But, as much as the
basic needs of a roof over their heads,
clean water and protection, children also
need tools and conditions to relieve stress
and tension and to be able to express
their emotions.
We practice the method of drawings of a
series, gathering in our locations groups
of 5-10 children. Up to ten such classes are
held, and each child draws his own
picture at every class. Thus, the result is a
series of drawings made by every child.
The basic principle is to ensure that the
child can draw anything he/she wants, no
topic is set and no drawing is evaluated.

Program:
Helps to overcome the effects of stress.
Prevents post-traumatic stress disorder.
Activates the healing power of the
children's psyche and restores the
natural needs for growth and
development.
Helps to express and accept sadness
and anger.
You can see more about art therapy in
our videos here.

„

Often a child cannot explain in words
what is bothering him or her, and
with the help of a picture they can do
it safely. They may not consciously
understand what they are painting,
but the subconscious may bring out
certain experiences.

“

Lyudmila Romanenko,
psychologist of the
foundation
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Mobile Psychologists
Program

NADIYKA’S STORY
Nadiyka likes to lie on the ﬂoor and invent interesting stories in her dreams: she has
many friends, she was given a big doll, she reads a lot, she studies well. But the main
thing in her dreams is that her mother visits her at the orphanage almost every day! And
all this is not true.
As a child, her mother left Nadiyka at home alone. The girl could stay in an empty
apartment for weeks, waiting for her mother. Probably that's when Nadiyka started
inventing stories.
Since the beginning of 2021, Nadiyka has been working with our psychologist. At ﬁrst,
she pushed away any help and became aggressive. She told a bunch of ﬁctional stories
about herself, endlessly stretching the sleeves of the already stretched sweater. One day,
after the group therapy, Nadiyka ran away. She locked herself in the room and cried for a
long time. When she calmed down, she asked other girls to tell the psychologist that she
had been lying about herself all this time. Nadiyka was afraid that now she would be
punished. Instead of punishment, the psychologist comforted and praised Nadiyka for
her honesty. The girl's surprise was beyond measure. For the ﬁrst time, Nadiyka realized
that she could freely admit her mistakes, and she would not be punished for that, but on
the contrary, she would be supported. There is still a lot of work ahead. Nadiyka is just
learning to be honest.

Mobile Psychologists is a program of
psychological assistance to children
from orphanages Luhansk and
Donetsk regions. The purpose of the
program: to provide psychological
assistance to children who had
traumatic experiences with their
parents, and as a result of parental
abuse of alcohol, drugs, violence,
including sexual abuse, ignoring the
basic needs of children, neglecting
parental responsibilities, etc., they were
placed in orphanages.
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Such children often blame themselves for being in an orphanage. They have also
accumulated a lot of anger and resentment towards relatives and friends, those who
they "may not be angry with" (from childhood we are taught to suppress such emotions,
to forbid them). As a result children can internalize these emotions against themselves
and harm themselves. Most children without the professional support of a psychologist
can follow their parents' path, and then their children end up in an abusive relationship
boarding schools.

What are the results of work with a psychotherapist?
Possibility to express and release accumulated emotions.
Possibility to ﬁnd a resource for experiencing loss and separation.
Forming trust, working with deception and betrayal.
Forming a new system of values, ﬁrst of all, not to follow the
destructive patterns of their parents’ behavior.
Preparing for life in a new family.
The psychotherapist becomes an example of an adult who can be
relied on (a sort of crutch with a broken leg).

During the year 12 children
from orphanages were
constantly supervised by
psychologists and were
provided with more than
320 consultations.

„

Usually we think: how to help a child from
an orphanage? For example, I will buy a gift
and send it on St. Nicholas Day. However
often, when such children in orphanages
are showered with gifts, it is not the best
way to raise a child. The child thinks that
everybody owes them and all their life the
child would expect someone to bring them
something. We explain that psychological
assistance is the best gift for these children.
Because we give them a chance to pour out
their emotions, to demonstrate their
trauma, to work with them, in order not to
follow the model of their parents in the
future

“

Azad Safarov,
co-founder of the Foundation, Head of Communications
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Individual Assistance
Program

It is a program to help families being in difﬁcult circumstances, as a result of
active combat. In a situation when there is not enough money for food, there is
no work due to quarantine and the ongoing war – it is important to know that you
are not alone with your sufferings. We cover expenses to solve the problems that
cannot be settled within existing programs of other funds or donors. Cooperation
and information exchange with colleagues allow us to use resources efﬁciently.
We provide support in different situations - for someone it could be a package of
food, for another person it would be medicine, a dwelling place away from
shelling, or even a surgery to restore eyesight. Sometimes such a need is critical
for a person, they do not know what to do next and become completely
perplexed. Children should not feel this, and we are glad that there are stories
where we were able to help.
This is Khrystyna. She is 14 years old. Khrystyna loves
to draw, but until recently she did it secretly. The
matter is that Khrystyna was forbidden to paint. The
girl has a secondary cataract of both eyes. Every time
she strained her eyes, she had a severe headache.
But even at the risk of losing her sight, she could not
give up painting. For her, painting is a sort of therapy,
because the girl does not attend school due to poor
health. Khrystyna learned to draw herself - without
any classes or visits to art school. She used to
memorize her home and her hometown of
Anthracite, which she had to leave together with her
mother at the beginning of the war.
Now, due to lack of communication with other children of her age, she paints portraits.
Thanks to the contributions of caring people, we paid for the girl's surgery, necessary
examinations and medications, as well as for the special glasses. We continue supporting
Khrystyna, because we do not want her to have obstacles on the way to her dream.
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Open Online for a Pupil
Program

The essence of the program “Open online for a pupil – OOP” is simple: you send
old laptops to Andriy, he repairs them and gives them to pupils in the frontline
towns where there is no access to distance learning. There are very many of
them. “Open online for a pupil” is a joint program of Andriy Polukhin and The
Voices of Children. You probably haven't heard of him, although he came through
the Donetsk airport during the ﬁercest combat. He was wounded there.
Nevertheless, he returned to the front-line 12 more times. He served as a doctor
and a chaplain. After completing his service, he moved from his native Kyiv to the
front-line town. He wanted to help young people, develop Ukrainian culture and
language in Donetsk region. Thanks to Andriy, more than 50 children already
have access to education, despite the war.

The photo shows Roman and his six
children. More than ten years ago,
Roman and his wife became
acquainted with the world of
orphans. The couple dreamed of
adopting at least one child. As a
result, they adopted four children
and gave birth to two of their own. At
the beginning of the war, the family
left Donetsk and settled in
Dnipropetrovsky region. Now they are
building a big house where every
child will feel comfortable and safe.
We trust in such miracles. It was a
miracle to meet Roman and his
family. As soon as we learned that the
family needed a computer, we
quickly gave it to this superfamily.
Now these little researchers will learn
even better and discover the
wonderful online world.
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Support for parents of
children with disabilities
Project*

TETIANA'S STORY:
“I am constantly thinking of what else to do
for my daughter, and I am exhausted from
it. I cannot do enough,” says Tetiana. Her
three-year-old Lisa has cerebral palsy and
cognitive impairment. Every day she makes
a lot of efforts to help her daughter get on
her feet. Tetiana lives with her family in
Rubizhne. She has learned the intricacies of
treatment - how to do massages, how to
communicate with her daughter, who
hardly speaks, how to understand what she
wants. The woman reads medical manuals,
watches
videos
on
YouTube
and
communicates with other mothers of
children with special needs. She develops a
treatment strategy on her own – exercise,
art therapy, hippo therapy.
Tetiana was one of the ﬁrst to join the group of mutual aid for mothers. She honestly does
not understand why women who have similar problems do not want to discuss ways to
solve them, share valuable information and advice. Because to stay alone with your
difﬁculties means to lose resources and chances for support.

During this year, 43
mothers of children with
disabilities were provided
with regular support and
communication in groups
for mutual aid.

We conducted 20
group sessions and
provided 66
individual
psychological
consultations.

Separately, 25 classes
on development were
held, where totally 30
children with
disabilities and special
educational needs took
part.

SUPPORTING MOTHERS IS THE BEST
SUPPORT FOR THEIR CHILDREN
* The project was implemented in partnership with the NGO PROMIR thanks to the support of People in Need Ukraine in
the framework of the COVID-19 Solidarity Program of the European Union for the Eastern Partnership initiative.
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We are convinced that supporting mothers is the best way to help their children with
disabilities. The more strength a mother has, the more care and attention she is able to
give to her child. The aim of the project was to support mothers, provide them with
psychological assistance, create support circles and help in raising their children with
different needs and difﬁculties.
Support groups supervised by a psychologist were held in 4 cities of Luhansk region - in
Severodonetsk, Girske, Rubizhne and Lysychansk. As a result of our groups for mutual
aid, mothers were able to ﬁnd like-minded people, get tools to deal with stress, and get
emotional relaxation. The topic of solving problems at the community level was
discussed separately: to whom and how to address, where to seek help, how to
strengthen their resources. Some participants said that they now feel more conﬁdent,
after they realized that others have similar challenges and they are not alone any more.

„

By inviting mothers to "live" meetings, we, ﬁrst of
all, wanted to give them the opportunity simply to
go out. According to them, they almost never
have time for themselves and their own needs.
With Covid-19, such isolation has only intensiﬁed.
In most families, children do not attend regular
school, cannot take care of themselves or stay
alone. Even in order to visit our meetings for only
4 hours, most parents had to make great
organizational efforts. Nevertheless, all the
meetings were successful, even in the post-survey
all participants expressed a desire to continue
them.

“

Iryna Yeﬁmtseva, psychologist of the Foundation
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War Childhood Museum
Project

The War Childhood Museum is an international platform that documents the
testimonies of people whose childhoods were affected by war in the past or who still live
in war zones and in frontline areas. The Museum deals with various armed conﬂicts,
including interviews with participants from Ukraine, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Syria,
Lebanon, Afghanistan, as well as documentation from World War II witnesses. The
Museum has been operating in Ukraine since 2020. The Voices of Children Charitable
Foundation is a partner of the Museum. We joined the process of collecting children's
stories and testimonies at the very start of the project. Most of the children's stories were
collected by Olena Rozvadovska, the Chairperson of the Board. Today the Museum has
more than 130 exhibits. More than 30 of them were presented at the ﬁrst exhibition.
These are toys, drawings, clothes and various other items being iconic for children, which
they associate with the war.

„

When I asked children from the frontline areas what dangerous things
might be found in the forest, they told: “Poisonous mushrooms, foxes… mines,
trip wires…” That is, they perceive the terrible lethal weapons as a daily norm
of existence along with the established natural threats! Especially those kids
who don't remember another, peaceful life. From the point of view of
psychology, it is clear that children, like adults, are tired of keeping in mind
every minute a warning about the probable risk. Thus, they do not stop, for
example, riding the slide just because “somebody shoots behind the bush”.
This is the greatest danger and the greatest tragedy, and we need to talk
about it.

Olena Rozvadovska,
Chairperson of the Board

“
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We are in the Media
The most interesting materials about us for the year

The Voices of Children.
Psychological assistance to
children in the frontline
areas

Psychological support
instead of toys: how to
help children from
Donbas?

Azad Safarov: “If we do not
deal with the traumas of
children caused by the war
now, in ten years they will
explode”

Creative activities against
invisible traumas:
volunteers conduct art
therapy classes for
children of war

We give paints and a person
who is ready to listen: about
art therapy for children
from the frontline areas

“A way to express yourself
through painting”: why art
therapy is important for
children from the frontline
areas

Formed by war. What the
War Childhood Museum can
tell us

The voices of children from
the frontline Donbas will be
heard all over the world

WE EXPRESS OUR SINCERE
GRATITUDE TO ALL THE MEDIA
THAT COVER THE ACTIVITIES
OF OUR FOUNDATION!
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Financial assistance
for the year 2021

Grant from the
International
Humanitarian
Organization “Man
in Need”

Grant from the
Zagoriy Family
Foundation

Grant from ISAR
Unity

Private
contributions of
individuals and
legal entities

UAH

UAH

UAH

UAH

1 003 437

287 768
Administrative
costs

Communication
costs
Mobile
psychologists

4%

60 000

617 743

Targeted
assistance

4% 2%

Арт-терапія

21%

7%
Financial
assistance

2021

62%

Supporting
families with
children with
disabilities *

* The project was implemented in cooperation with our strategic partner - NGO “Promir”
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TOGETHER
WE ARE STRONGER!
Almost every day we receive transfers to the Foundation's account from caring people
and businesses. Too often stories of support are so touching and inspiring! We should
mention a just married couple who had asked the guests to bring paints and pencils for
our art therapy instead of ﬂowers and gifts at their wedding. And Nazar, the boy who
came up with the idea to make eco-bags with his mother, paint them and sell them to
raise funds in order to help children. There are also Natalia and Friedrich from Austria,
who paid for a holiday in the Alps for a Ukrainian family from the frontline area. It inspires
us to do even more and to realize that our activities are very important and visible!

“We help because we are all connected on our little
globe much stronger than it seems. Because this is
our chance to be human, to make our space more
human. This is such a kind of response to
non-humanity imposed by the war”, says Natalia.

In December, we decided to continue the
tradition of Christmas auctions. The
purpose of the auction, which we held
together with Vostok SOS, was to raise
funds for psychological and psychosocial
assistance to children living near the
frontline.
This year, football coach Andriy
Shevchenko, co-founder of Hromadske
Radio Andriy Kulikov, investigative
journalist Denis Bigus, broadcaster Michael
Schur, Veterano Pizza restaurant, children's
magazine "Piznayko 6+" and other
wonderful people and businesses exhibited
their lots. The participants who made bids
fought hard for each lot, increasing and
increasing their bids.
Thus, we managed to raise as much as

193,000 hryvnias!
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You are welcome to join the important
deed of supporting children at
https://voices.org.ua/donat

We are in social networks
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